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Theorem 1. Assume E(X  2k+2) < oo for an integer k>~ O. Let Sn/n 1/2 have for some n 
a bounded density p. (x) .  Then 
2k+l  
sup ( l+lx l2k+2) lp . (x) -4) (x)  - Y~ oen-J/Z-kL.(x)[ 
- -oo<x<oo j= l  
= O(n-1/2k(~n q_ 2 k(~n-  1- n-(k+l)). 
Theorem 2. Assume E(X  2k÷2) <o0, and let E = (0, e) or ( -e ,  0). Then 
l iminf suplkg.(x) l /k~. ,  l iminf IkLo(x)l p dx /k~,  
n~oo Ixl<~e n~oo I. dE  
are strictly positive for any e > 0 and p >i 1, and for a constant C > 0 depending only 
on k, sup . . . . . .  (1 + x=k÷=)lkt~(x)l < Eke.. 
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Let Xo= O, X~, ) (2 , . . . ,  be a two-dimensional random walk with stationary 
independent increments which satisfies 
E(X1)=O and Cov(X~)=(10 ~).  (*) 
Let {X(" ) ( t ) ,0~ < t<~l}, n = 1,2 . . . . .  be the sequence of the normalized random 
walks defined by 
X(n)(t) = n 1/2Xk"k(nt- -k)n-1/2(Xk+l- -Xk ) for k/n<~ t<(k+ l ) /n  
k = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  Let C[0, 1] denote the space of all R2-valued continuous functions 
on [0, 1] with the topology of  uniform convergence. For an a with 0< a <27r, set 
the cone F(a)  ={r(cos 0, sin 0): r~>0,0~ < O<~a} in R 2. In the paper we prove the 
following: 
Theorem. Assume (*) and P( X1 c F( a ) ) > 0 and P(]XI[ <~ K)  = 1 for some positive 
number K. Then the sequence of  conditional probabilities 
P (X(" )~*[X(" ) ( t )cF (a ) ,O<~Vt<~l ) ,  n=l ,2 , . . . ,  
converges weakly to a conditioned Brownian motion in C[0, 1]. 
